
Product benefits

EXTERNAL SURFACES

SURFACE PREPARATION

Durable
No flaking or peeling
Resistant to moisture, resistant to cold and hot water. 
Excellent Adhesion 
Fungus and bacteria resistant 
Non-Toxic, Non-flammable 
Easy to Apply

TEXTURE GUARD is Co-polymer based Roller Finish Texture
reinforced by marble powder.
It can be applied on prepared masonry, Concrete, Plaster, Gypsum
and wood Surfaces, especially designed for use as a decorative and
protective Exterior and Interior Coating.

Remove Old filler, dust dirt, loose particles, Oil & grease from the joints & cracks.

Widen small & narrow cracks, joints and make them ‘V’ of ‘U’ shaped with the
increased

Wash the Crack with water to down the loose materials’
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Environment friendly 
Lead free  
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Note: The information given in this literature is in good faith, but without warranty as conditions of storage and use vary and are beyond our control.

 RUSTIC FINISH, BUBBLE FINISH, DHOLPUR STONE

Application Procedure

For a freshly plastered surface, apply a coat of  TEXTURE GUARD-by Trowel
followed by a Texture Roller to get the desired finish. 
Add 3.5% water into it depending on the required application. 
Allow the Texture Guard-Roller Finish to dry for 16-18 hrs. spreading capacity 3.5
to 4.5 sq.ft/kg/coat by Trowel/Roller.
Apply 2 Coats of paints quality and color as desired as top coat



Packaging

Texture Guard is non-toxic and non-flammable, making it environment friendly.
Splashes of Texture Guard coming in contact with skin should be washed with water
for easy removal. If it comes in contact with eyes wash with plenty of water. If
irritation persists, obtain medical help.

SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT

30kg

Different Finishes
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IMPORTANT
Application not recommended while raining 
Do not apply under water line application. Store away from extreme heat or cold.
 

Rustic Finish

Bubble Finish

Dholpur Stone Finish


